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panasonic will support the firmware and
software upgrades via the internet for all of
the lumix digital cameras, including the model
numbers listed below. in addition, the release
of firmware and software updates will be
performed in accordance with the lumix global
customer support website at utc 1:00 on 13
july, 2020 for the following cameras: dc-s1, dc-
s1r, dc-s1h, dc-s1, dc-s5, dc-txl1 (e-mount), dc-
tz40, dc-tz50, dc-tz55, dc-tz60, dc-tz80, dc-
tz85, dc-tz100, dc-tz200, dc-tz180, and dc-tz2.
the new version of firmware will be available
on the website. in addition, in accordance with
the product name or model number, it will be
available via the panasonic community
network.  in accordance with panasonic's
commitment to enhance its digital imaging
capabilities for the film industry, new firmware
versions will be available for the dc-s99 with
the required modifications. the new features
and functions of the firmware will be available
at the following site. the public beta test of the
product will be held on january 16, 2020 at
23:00. all of the participants' opinions,
including negative ones, will be integrated into
the final firmware before its release. 
additionally, panasonic will expand its
collaboration with leica to further enhance the
performance of its digital still cameras,
specifically the l-mount models. new firmware
version 1.14 for the l-mount digital still
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camera models will be provided via the
panasonic community network, and the beta
test will begin on january 16, 2020 at 23:00.
the public beta test will conclude on february
27, 2020.
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the lumix gh6 is a compact and lightweight
video camera with a bright, large, 5.5-inch lcd

monitor. it is made for professional video
creators and is compatible with lumix g vario

lenses, as well as optional accessories like
flash. the lumix gh6 is capable of recording
4k/60p video in xavc s format, which is the

world's first full-frame sensor capable of
recording full-hd 4k video. it also allows 4k

super slow motion recording with a maximum
frame rate of up to 960 frames per second.
the lumix gh6 features a brand-new high-

resolution 24.3mp cmos sensor, which is the
world's first full-frame sensor capable of

recording full-hd 4k video. fujifilm has released
its latest firmware update for its x-t1 digital

camera. the update adds support for the new
x-processor pro (x-pro2) digital camera body.
also added are two video modes, 4k60 and
4k120, which can be selected at the time of
recording video. in addition, the firmware

update makes changes to the operation of the
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wireless remote control function, the auto
power off function, the power supply indicator

display, and the battery status display. the
camera can be set to automatically turn off

after ten minutes of no operation. a new
firmware update can be downloaded from

fujifilm's support site at www.fujifilm.com. the
newly announced lumix g vario 12-35mm f2.8

asph is the latest addition to the lumix g
series. the prime goal of the lumix g vario

12-35mm f2.8 asph is to help enhance your
shooting experience, so it is equipped with a

12-35mm f2.8 asph wide-angle to normal
telephoto ratio zoom lens, a powerful 1-inch,
20.3mp/4k (full hd) digic 6 imaging sensor,
panasonic's unique lumix g vario 12-35mm

f2.8 asph lens, 6 art modes and the latest in-
camera artificial intelligence (ai) features to

help you better create video and photos.
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